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In uncertain times ,  such as now. What is okay? What is not okay?
Always ask yourself :  Does it  feel right? Does it  feel okay to see my
grandparents now? 
Figuring out your own boundaries and following your intuition.  This
period brought about a lot of worries and thoughts – family and their
health etc .  what is the ultimate point of concern?
Why do we worry? Essentially ,  we do it  to prepare ourselves for the
future .  Living the future by supposedly taking in some pain.  What will
happen? Instead of thinking of what is happening.  Then we see it
happening ,  and we think we saw it coming but we attracted it
ourselves .
By the law of attraction ,  what you think about will  ultimately occur .
We should stop existing in a problem vibration and instead focus on
the solution vibration.  By taking control of your thoughts with
understanding that it  will  manifest into your reality ,  you can get rid
of it .
Do you believe that you are not in control of your reality? So much
that you have to prepare for all  possibil it ies? Do you believe that good
things don’t just happen? That the ultimate good is l ikely not to
happen Self-worth- do you feel worthy of love? Universe matchers –
do we believe that how we have been treated by people is how the
world is? If  you were rejected or abandoned,  you believe that the
universe will  do the same.
You need to get rid of the problem from the root .  
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Don’t try to stop worrying – as soon as a thought comes to our
awareness ,  that though becomes our awareness .  Let the worry play
out and separate yourself from it .

Create a worry jar – write it  down on a piece of paper and one thing
that is true in the moment that disproves the worry.  Writing releases
clutter from your mind,  and throwing it  in the jar is physically
dumping it  and hence letting go.

Put yourself in the vibration of solutions – list  out any possible
solutions instead of closing up your mind.  The willingness to find
solutions drives you into digging further for solutions ,  which the
universe picks up and uses to guide you.

Take inspired action – action in spirit ,  such as things that put you in
the reality and the solution.  Use the options within your modality .
Use your belief and connection to your universe .  All  the litt le things
work together to help you clear off worry.

Releasing the need for a destination – be okay with where you are at
right now. The finish line is always receding.  Once you reach the top
of the mountain ,  you will  see another mountain because you always
want to be okay

The universe communicates with us in times of worry.  Open your eyes
and notice .  Let your eyes be in receptive mode to what you are being
told

Things to help you get r id of worry:
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